
Adventure #3: Kranker’s Crew, Tanar’i Tongue & the Devil’s Death  

 



 

 
 

The passageway to the Hall of Seven Pillars is long and steep, decorated by horrific statues of 

demons and devils with a distinct bull motif. The heroes creep cautiously forward, but the 

hooded and disguised Xenoseth knows what lies ahead.  Just two weeks ago he escaped from 



this place, and they pass the chamber where the drow tried to sell him to the Bloodreavers, but 

they do not enter because Xenoseth does not feel well enough for a confrontation. 

 

 
 

In fact, Xenoseth’s condition has rapidly worsened since entering the mountain.  With the 

Devil’s Death disease, the shifter finds blisters popping and oozing under his fur.  A fever has 

risen, and he has trouble walking now, limping slowly along with the support of his allies.  

They do not know how much longer he will survive so finding a cure for Xenoseth is a top 

priority, but it creates a dilemma— do they risk losing the slaves, Sister Linora and Salvana 

and others, or do they risk losing Xenoseth?  They ultimately decide that the Bloodreavers and 

the slaves – some of them their friends—will have to wait.  At least one slave is safe, the little 

girl Keera whom they rescued from the mage Necridius in the temporal Plague House.  

 

Half a mile into the mountain, after passing seventy-seven leering statues and dozens of 

enchanted green lanterns, they see a new glow ahead.  They detect the sounds and smells of 

commerce and civilization, and a massive cavern supported by seven wide pillars soon opens 

before them.  

 



 
 

Thousands of multicolored lanterns gleam in the darkness, casting an eerie light over the small 

town. They smell cooking meat and heady smoke, mixed with barley and hops and other sour 

scents they rather not dwell on.  But their attention is almost immediately snagged by a huge, 

brawly ogre standing on the steps of what looks like an official building, maybe a jail or office 

of some kind. 

 

“Hey, you!” yells the ogre. “Get over here! Hurry up!” 

 





 



The party doesn’t argue and they stroll up to the burly fellow. 

 

“Yer new in the Seven Pillared Hall.  M’names Brugg, and I upkeep the law ‘round here. 

What’s yer business?” 

 

They just tell him that they are travelers conducting some private selling, which is more or less 

true. Brugg doesn’t argue their answer, he just grunts.  

 

“We got two rules:  One—don’t cause any trouble.  Two— don’t piss me off.  Hope you can 

remember dem rules. And—hey!  Is that a halfling?”  Brugg squints and leans down, glaring at 

Splug the goblin, who has immediately hidden behind Brandis Padraig.  “Naw, just a stupid 

goblin.  I hates me some halflings.  Bruggs wants ta SMASH em like bug!  Heh, heh.  Now get 

outta here, and remember dem rules…” 

 

“Our friend is in need of healing,” says Erevan the wizard hesitantly.  “Can you tell us if 

anyone could help?” 

 

Brugg’s brow furrows, then he points.  “The House of Gond might could.  The one down der 

with the clock. Now git…” 

 

 



The group takes their ailing companion and heads south, and they soon see a strange building 

nestled against the western wall.  A fence surrounds the structure and a mushroom garden 

blooms in the courtyard.  The top of the building is actually a huge clock, ticking away with 

several hands that must measure something more arcane than just time.  Helga has heard of 

Gond but can’t place the god’s purpose, but Erevan knows that he is a major and beneficial 

deity of the Realms, also known as The Wonderbringer, the Lord of All Smiths, the Inspiration 

Divine and the Holy Maker of All Things.  He is a god of creation, order and artificers.  There 

could have been a far worse deity to find down here, that’s for sure.  

 

 



They open the gate, approach the big doors and bang the heavy iron knocker.  The door is soon 

opened by a strange looking gnome dressed in a bizarre outfit of pouches, wires, tools and 

other attachments.  

 



 



“Why, hello! I am Clockmaster Gabel Mentifil of the House of Gond.  How can I help you?”  

(I wanted to do an Irish leprechaun accent for this guy but I wasn’t feeling well so I skipped it; 

maybe for the better). 

 

Mentifil the gnome is a peppy priest of Gond, and the interior of the House is a strange 

conglomeration of whirring gears, a bubbling laboratory and a pristine holy sanctum, 

combining mechanical, arcane, divine projects all under one roof.  The group explains that 

their friend Xenoseth is extremely sick, and Erevan has positively identified the magical illness 

as Devil’s Death. 

 

“Oy! Devil’s Death! Your friend has been playing with the wrong people! Serious, very serious 

indeed, yes, yes, yes.  But I believe I can help find a cure, yes, yes.  Follow me!”  

He leads them to the laboratory and begins rooting through his cabinets.  “Now where is that, 

where, where, where, where. I know I put it here some—ah!  Yes, Mermaid’s Breath.  Yes, 

yes, yes, we’ll need that, yes.”  He hands them a glass vial with misty green fumes inside. 

“Now the Angel Tears, I’m sure I have Angel Tears, yes, yes.  They must be here somewhere, 

Angel Tears, Angel Tears, Angel—ah! Yes, here they are. Take this…” and he hands them a 

vial of what looks diamond granules. “And now the most important ingredient, where is that?  

Where, where, where?”  He continues rummaging through boxes and drawers and shelves 

while the others patiently watch, but ultimately Mentifil comes up short. 

 

“Ah, a slight problem, yes.  Sorry.  I do not have Tanar’i Tongue, and it is needed to complete 

the ritual.  That is the bad news.  The good news yes is that I know Tanar’i Tongue indeed 

grows in the Labyrinth, along the Shining Road I believe, or the Avenue of Glory. It is a red 

plant with a long, wet spindle, like a tongue.  It grows in areas infused with an evil taint, and 

there is no shortage of that outside of the Hall. In fact, look for the tall statue of a two headed 

orangutan made from green stone.  At one point a large patch of Tanar’i Tongue could be 

found there. Find a bushel and return it to me, and I can help your friend.  And from the looks 

of him he needs it fast.” 

 

Xenoseth groans. 

 

Erevan knows his religions well, and mention of a two-headed orangutan jogs his memory:  

that sounds like Demogorgon, Prince of Demons.  What kind of place is Thunderspire that it is 

literally crawling with demonic worship?  For that matter, “tanar’i” is the abyssal name for 

demons or devils, the wizard isn’t sure which.  

 

“We don’t know where this “Shining Road” is,” says Brandis.  “We’ve never been here.  We 

don’t even really know where we are. Can we get a guide?” 

 

“A guide, a guide, yes, yes, yes, most excellent idea.  I would ask Berska the Wainwright; she 

rents and sells mules for Labyrinth expeditions, you can likely find someone there. You can 

find her shop by the entrance to the Road of Lanterns, just past the Customhouse.  

 

They ask if Xenoseth can stay at the House of Gond until they return with the Tanar’i Tongue, 

and Mentifil agrees.  Brandis and Splug will stay with him as well, so that leaves Raven, Helga 



and Erevan to venture out and find a guide into the labyrinth.  As Mentifil suggested, they head 

toward Berska the Wainwright and they see a number of strange little men outside her shop.  

They look like gnomes but are extremely thin with pale flesh and bulbous noses.  Ereven 

suspects that they are deep gnomes, also known as sverfneblin among their own kind (I never 

could pronounce that word; I think Gary Gygax was stoned out his gourd when he wrote it). 

 

They head inside the shop and are soon standing before possibly the ugliest human woman 

they have ever seen: 

 

 
“Yeah, what ya want?” she grunts.  “I got mules. I got donkeys. I got a horse or two but yer 

better off with the mules, their footing is surer in the deep places.  I got some wagons and—” 

 



“Actually, we just need a guide,” says Erevan.  “That’s all.” 

 

“Oh.  Well, the deep gnomes outside are gettin’ ready to head off on an expedition.  Maybe 

they’ll point you the right way. Or maybe not.” 

 

Taking her advice, they leave the unsightly woman and approach the deep gnomes.   

 

“Ah, excuse us,” says Erevan, “but we’re seeking a guide into the labyrinth, to a place called 

the Shining Road. We heard you might show us the way.”  

 

 
 

A bulb-nosed sverfnefblin instantly gauges them and answers in thickly accented Common 

Tongue. “Oy! That we are! I be Kranker, and this be my crew, ze finest miners in all of ze 

labrinzth! Ya, weez know of ze Shining Road.  We are on our wayz to ze Palace of Zhamduul.  

We shall travels along ze Shining Road to get there.” 

 

Kranker does not ask them for any kind of fee, he seems willing enough for the party to just tag 

along.  Maybe the extra muscle is payment enough.  He introduces them to rest of his 

companions, all of whom look almost identical except for subtle personality differences: 

there’s Sleepy, Grumpy (Kranky’s cousin), Bashful, Dopey, Happy and Sneezy.  Sleepy nods 

off while the conversation is taking place; Grumpy grunts and scows and looks aggravated at 



the whole thing; Bashful won’t make eye contact with anyone and seems especially awkward 

around the druid Raven; Dopey has a silly look on his face like he’s mildly retarded; Happy 

has red-rimmed eyes and a black cigarette of questionable herbs; and Sneezy is sneezy, which 

will impose a significant penalty on any Stealth checks with him in the vicinity.  This is 

Kranker’s Crew, and as Kranker explains that they are heading to the ancient minotaur Palace 

of Zhamduul, which was once a seat of warped justice and depravity in the Labyrinth.  It has 

long since fallen into ruin, but it is said to hold wondrous treasures to unearth, and the Crew 

wants to find precious gems to sell at the Hall.  

 

The crew is leaving at once, and the heroes don’t have any need to prepare. Time is of the 

essence, and the sooner they can find the demon root the better.  The deep gnomes lead the 

way to the north tunnel exiting the Hall and the PCs see a curious symbol engraved on the 

lintel (Kermit the Frog jokes aside, it was supposed to be a creepy symbol!) 

 

 
They all pass under the symbol and continue down The Shining Road, yet another bizarre 

boulevard that stretches into the recesses of Thunderspire Mountain. They travel for an hour, 

listening to Kranker tells stories and sing of the wonderful gems and jewels they’ve dug up. 

Eventually the path branches onto what Kranker calls “The Avenue of Glory.” 

 

“Eyezies open,” the deep gnome warns them.  “Strange beezsts lurk ‘ere, hiding among the 

shadows. We keeps to ze middle road.”   Helga, Erevan and Raven see what he means:  this 

entire massive room looks perfect for an ambush.  Mighty pillars support the ceiling far out of 

sight, and huge statues reside in the alcoves between them.  It is similar to the Road of 

Lanterns, but the statues here are much larger and menacing.   

 





 
 



 
 

The sverfnefblin enter first with the mule, clattering willy-nilly down the flagstone road, but 

the PCs instantly spot a landmark they’ve been looking for:  a massive green idol of a two-

headed monkey-fucker:  Demogorgon.  It resides in an alcove immediately to their left and 

appears to be surrounded by thorny vines and briars that sport bright red flowers.  

 



 



Kranker and his crew don’t know about the their mission of finding the tanar’i tongue so they 

blithely keep moving along while the party detaches from them.   

 

“Hey, wait up there!” says Helga, and then hushes as her voices carries far away in the huge 

hall.  The gnomes stop and look back.   

 

“What ez you doing?” asks Kranker. “Weez much long wayz to go.” 

 

“We need to go in here,” says Erevan.  “I…I thought I saw something move. Wait for us.  Just 

a moment, it won’t take long.” 

 

“Wait for you? While yooz fiddle width creepy statue thing?”  Kranker is perplexed, but he 

drags Grumpy and Happy closer while the others guard the mule.  Erevan steps up to the 

alcove, noting that the floor is overgrown with strange underdark vegetation that seems to 

thrive without light. Black tendrils and roots coil among the tentacle limbs of the Prince of 

Demons, but the flowers are blood red and emit an enticing aroma.  Interspersed among the 

flowers are other fronds that look similar to how Mentifil described the Tanar’i Tongue.  

 





 
 

“I’m going in,” mutters Helga, hefting her Executioner’s Axe. She steps onto the spongy 

ground, noting how it gently compresses under her weight.  Erevan thinks he sees a flutter of 

movement again, but he can’t be sure. Unnatural light emits from the green stone, and the 

wizard suspects that it is of otherworldly origin.  The dwarf moves closer to the blood-hued 

flowers, her eyes darting from the vegetation to the horrible statue and back to the foliage.  It is 

thick and dark and anything could be hiding in there.  

 

“Careful, Helga,” says Raven. 

 

The dwarf isn’t too worried yet with the axe in her hands, but she does have a strange sensation 

in her head.  The scent from the red flowers is powerful and cloying up close, and she can 

faintly see a fine haze of particles hanging in the air. She sneezes, resisting the effect, and 

reaches out to snag the tanar’i tongue.  

 

But then Helga DOES see movement!  

 

Branches crack and are swept aside as low moans issue from the behind the statue.  Something 

humanoid is thrashing at her, and Raven and Erevan see that there are at least three more of 

these things, all of them stumbling out.  They look like orcs, but a tendril has been bored into 

the back of their skulls, terminating somewhere deeper inside the shrubbery. They are 



definitely dead but still alive, and they grope toward Helga with the clear intent of ripping her 

limb from limb.  

 



 



 

 



 
 

But the dwarf won’t be taken down without a fight.  She swings and she swings hard, pounding 

the enchanted blade into a thing’s breastbone and cracking through it. It staggers, moaning, and 

swipes at her with clumsy claws.  Helga easily knocks the hands away and batters the hapless 

zombie-orc yet again, nearly decapitating it.  Meanwhile, Raven transforms into a wolf and 

attacks the others, but upon entering the deeper recesses of the alcove she sucks down a big 

breath of pollen…and immediately feels strange, suffering a -2 penalty to all attacks.  

 



 
 

Regardless, she pounces on the nearest zombie orc, savaging it with her jaws and nearly rips a 

limb off. Erevan has hung back with his magic staff, debating how best to assist, although 

Helga and Raven seem to be handling the threat fairly well.  The monsters are slow and stupid, 

and unless they have some unexpected trick… 

 

…and then Erevan sees the wraith. 

 

It rises…uh…wraithlike!...from a mossy hole in front of the statue and glides silently toward 

him, a bony hand outstretched to drain his life force. And Erevan don’t roll like that.  

 



 
 

The wizard ducks under the thing’s grasp and then teleports to the main hall, leaving the 

bewildered sverfneblin in-between them. 

 

“Aii! Kill zat thing!” yells Kranker, and he, Grumpy and Happy start slinging their picks 

around, trying to shred shadowstuff from the wraith’s incorporeal body.    

 

Meanwhile Helga is dangerous with her axe, hacking left and right and sundering hands and 

limbs before they have a chance to touch her.  Raven rips the throat from one zombie, and 

fortunately makes her saving throw against the condition afflicting her.  Her head clears and 

she feels much better, so she transforms back to human shape and scuttles away.  Erevan lets 

loose with a freezing ray, immobilizing a zombie, and it helplessly flails its arms, unable to 

comprehend the problem.  The wraith keeps trying to touch the deep gnomes, but here’s where 

I didn’t roll higher than a 5 for, oh, a long, long time, making this fight easier than I like to 

admit.  Plus, Helga was dishing out the damage and just wailing on her enemies in a goddamn 

splatterfest.  

 

 



 
 

The wraith glides straight through the deep gnomes, continuing its pursuit of Erevan.  The 

thing is regenerating too a rapid pace, but the gnomes are brave and vicious and they hack at it 

continually.  Erevan summons a flaming sphere and rolls it after wraith, pleased to see that 

flame does inflict some damage to its shadowy essence, burning wisps of it away into 

nothingness.  Severely hurt, the wraith flies upward, out of melee range, but the flaming sphere 

streaks after it, continuing to sear more of its undead body.  

 



 
 

The apparition shoots back down, desperately trying to draw the life from the deep gnomes, but 

they duck and dodge and evade its chilling touch.  Finally, as it tries to escape and incurs 

multiple opportunity attacks, the deep gnomes dissipate the thing right after Raven has negated 

its regeneration with a fortunate blast of Faerie Fire.  The wraith shrieks, and then its 

incorporeal body melts apart, leaving a haunting, lingering cry of pain that soon fades, and then 

it is gone.  

 

[GM Note: That wraith should have been scarier. I so wanted to wraith-ify some minions!!!] 

 

Helga beheads her last foe in a vicious whirlwind attack, hardly taking a scratch herself, and 

then she pushes into the bushes, following the vines that have been drilled into the base of the 

orc’s skulls.  Soon she finds the source, a pulsating reddish seed pod partially buried behind the 

statue of Demogorgon.  Wet veins writhe and flutter, reaching out to touch her boots, but the 

dwarf kicks them aside and plants her axe in the thing’s core.  Fragrant fluid spurts up, and 

shuddering, the heart of the creeper finally dies.  She’s heard of similar plants called Yellow 

Musk Creepers that have the power to coerce dead prey into guardians, and she imagines that 

this is some sort of vile underdark variant (a blood musk creeper; it could have potentially put 

everyone in a coma for the whole encounter and then sucked their organs out, reviving them as 

mindless zombies).  

 



They find a good bit of treasure too, including a Wand of Wonder from pre-Spell Plague era, a 

Horn of Summons and a Gem of Colloquy, as well as some art objects.  

 

There appear to be no more defenses around the shrine, and they’re pretty sick of having 

Demogorgon’s ugly mug looking down on them.  They collect as much of the tanar’i tongue as 

they can and then bid farewell to the deep gnomes. 

 

“Oh, zat’s how it ez, eh?  Well, lucks to yooz.  We shall perhaps meets again, yez? Kranker’s 

Crew come back soon with many pretties and shinies!” 

 

Helga, Raven and Erevan depart, heading back the way they came, and encounter no more 

problems along the Shining Road.  Soon they’re arrived back at the Seven Pillared Hall where 

they take the final spell ingredient to Gabel Mentifil of the House of Gond where he can work 

his magic and bring Xenoseth back from the brink of death. 

 

With the shifter soon to be in fine form there’s a little matter of the Bloodreavers to deal with, 

and Xenoseth can’t wait for that to happen… 

 

And there we stopped.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


